Introduction {#s1}
============

Morphological assessment of preimplantation stage embryos is a key element of the laboratory work in human assisted reproduction. Routine inverted microscopic investigations are performed at predetermined checkpoints, at least every second day of *in vitro* culture, and internationally acknowledged criteria are applied for quantitative characterization, although there are some concerns regarding the predictive value of these parameters ([@DMQ029C11]; [@DMQ029C18]). Continuous time-lapse observation of embryo development may provide information with more accurate predictive value ([@DMQ029C1]; [@DMQ029C32]), however, the majority of presently available technologies are extremely expensive and inappropriate for routine use in human IVF.

Curiously, in the everyday work of an average IVF laboratory morphological assessment of the retrieved oocytes is rather superficial. The average investigation of *in vitro* inseminated oocytes is restricted to assessment of the presence and rough morphology of cumulus using a stereomicroscope.

In the case of ICSI, a rapid evaluation using an inverted microscopic is also performed after denudation, including evaluation of the cytoplasm, the perivitelline space and the zona pellucida. This evaluation provides very superficial and approximate information about the stage of development \[germinal vesicle, metaphase I (MI) or MII phase\] and the quality \[degenerative signs in the cytoplasm, polar body (PB) or zona pellucida\]. Subsequently all MII phase oocytes are subjected to ICSI, and from that point the developmental potential of the obtained embryo is estimated exclusively on the basis of the morphology of the embryo proper, regardless of the quality of the oocyte it was derived from.

It has to be acknowledged that the overall light microscopic morphology of oocytes is rather dull compared with that of embryos and spermatozoa. However, oocyte quality is a key limiting factor in female fertility, reflecting the intrinsic developmental potential of an oocyte, and has a crucial role not only in fertilization, but also in subsequent development ([@DMQ029C23]). According to some data the phenotype of the adult stage offspring is considerably defined by the quality of the oocytes from which they are derived ([@DMQ029C40]).

Application of ovary stimulation in human reproduction further complicates the situation. In contrast to the *in vivo* process, where oocyte maturation occurs as the result of a long and meticulous natural selection procedure (Van Soom *et al*., 2007), common ovary stimulation procedures suppress this selection and allow seemingly successful maturation of oocytes with inherently compromised quality, destined to fertilization failure, compromised embryo development or long-term consequences *in vivo* ([@DMQ029C57]). The quality of the oocytes is determined not only by the nuclear and mitochondrial genome, but the microenvironment provided by the ovary and the pre-ovulatory follicle that can modify transcription and translation. Owing to the complex picture it is highly unlikely that a single factor, characteristic or mechanism can adequately indicate the proper developmental competence of oocytes. Accordingly, to obtain full information about oocyte quality, a detailed and non-invasive analysis of key markers would be required.

In spite of the intensive research and some promising results ([@DMQ029C46]; [@DMQ029C37]; [@DMQ029C41]; [@DMQ029C49]) the application of microarray and mass spectrometry techniques for proteomic and metabolomic characterization of single oocytes is still in the early stages. The general approach in human embryology is at present the postponement of the problem: all available oocytes that meet the basic criteria of MII phase are subjected to fertilization. With the selection based only on the morphological characteristics after fertilization, seemingly appropriate but intrinsically handicapped embryos may be cultured and transferred resulting in compromised *in vitro* development, or low pregnancy rates, abortions and further negative consequences.

The purpose of this systematic review was to evaluate the results of available publications dealing with the predictive value of morphological features of MII phase human oocytes on their developmental competence. Evaluation of *in vitro* matured and/or cryopreserved oocytes was beyond the scope of this review owing to the variety of techniques used for these processes and sparse available data about morphological assessment.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Literature search {#s2a}
-----------------

The search on the prognostic value of non-invasive morphological features of MII phase human oocytes was performed by using Medline, ISI Web of Knowledge Science Citation Index, Cochrane Controlled Trials Register and Ovid. The search was performed in December, 2009 for all available papers written in English and published in or after January, 1996. The free text search terms 'human', 'oocyte' or 'ooplasm' or 'zona pellucida' or 'meiotic spindle' and 'morphology' and 'quality' or 'prognosis' or 'outcome' were used.

Study selection {#s2b}
---------------

Two reviewers (L.R. and G.V.) assessed independently all studies for inclusion or exclusion. Disagreements were solved in discussion with the last author (F.U.).

At the first screening, titles were investigated and studies with lack of any relevance, for example those dealing exclusively with animal oocytes, sperm morphology, *in vitro* matured, cumulus- or zona-free oocytes as well as with cryopreserved oocytes were excluded. To ensure high sensitivity of the search, uncertain items were not excluded, but subjected to a second screen.

The second screen was performed by reading the abstract of items that were not excluded at the first screen. The criteria mentioned above were used for the abstracts, too. Additionally, all case reports, non-comparative studies, or analyses not reporting the consequences were excluded, as well as studies not reporting original data including reviews, comments, etc. Not excluded or uncertain items were subjected to a third screen.

For the third screen, full papers of all remaining items were collected and read. All above criteria were considered again, together with extraction of the following characteristics: research objective, design of the study, feature investigated (single, multiple, combined), method of investigation, control group, method of evaluation of outcome, conclusion and date of publication. Only studies focusing on consequences of morphological features of oocytes obtained with non-invasive methods were considered for further evaluation. Publications focusing on a specific clinical situation (i.e. polycystic ovary syndrome, ovary hyperstimulation or specific blood parameters) and the related morphological features of oocytes were out of the scope of this study, therefore excluded from the subsequent analyses. Studies focusing on invasive or non-morphological evaluation methods (i.e. apoptosis of cumulus cells, gene expression or chromosomal constitution of polar bodies) or dealing with specific problems (i.e. suitability for somatic cell nuclear transfer) were also excluded.

The remaining studies were grouped according to their scope (single or multiple morphological features investigated either individually or in combination, i.e. by establishing a score), then all specific features and their effect on the further events and developmental phases (fertilization, cleavage, early embryo development, Day 3 embryo quality, aneuploidy, compaction, blastocyst development, blastocyst quality, blastocyst hatching, cryosurvival, implantation, clinical pregnancy, ongoing pregnancy and/or take home baby rates) were investigated and compared.

Results {#s3}
=======

Literature search {#s3a}
-----------------

The search of databases resulted in a total of 2165 titles.

After the first screen based on title search, only evidently irrelevant publications (a total of 1991 items) were excluded, and in many cases the publication failed to meet two or more selection criteria.

The second screen based on the abstract was performed on the remaining 174 publications. One hundred and ten of them did not meet selection criteria and were excluded from the further investigation. Sixty-four were subjected to a third screen.

The third screen was performed by reading the full paper and extracting the specific features. At this thorough investigation, 14 papers did not meet the strict selection criteria and were excluded. The process of selection is illustrated Fig. [1](#DMQ029F1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1Flow chart for the systematic review of the literature to investigate the predictive value of oocyte morphology in human IVF.

Data extraction was performed in 50 papers. A summary of the extraction results are shown in Table [I](#DMQ029TB1){ref-type="table"}. Table ISummary of the results from 50 papers identified in a systematic review of the literature in order to investigate the predictive value of oocyte morphology in human IVF.EvaluationCumulZonaPerivitPBshapeOshapeDarkdifgVacRBCgranSpind.MultipleRemark[@DMQ029C2])F, EQ, CP, IM−NoNo−NoNoNo−−No[@DMQ029C3])CSE, BL, HA−NoNo−NoNoYes\*Yes\*−−\*For cryosurvival[@DMQ029C4])ED, PL−−−−Yes\*−−−−−\*Giant oocytes for aneuploidy[@DMQ029C5])F−Yes\* \*\*−−−−−−−−\*Thickness (the thinner the better); \*\*thickness variation not measured[@DMQ029C6])F, EQ−−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence[@DMQ029C7]EQ, CP, IM−−Yes\*Yes\*No+++NoYes\* \*\*\*For EQ; \*\*cumulative ooplasm evaluation[@DMQ029C8])F, CL, CP, IM−−−No−−−−−−[@DMQ029C9])F, CL−−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence for F[@DMQ029C10])ED, EQ−−−−−−−−Yes\*\*Position[@DMQ029C12])F, EQ−−−No−−−No\*\*Retardation[@DMQ029C13])F, EQ−NoNo−NoNoNo−−−[@DMQ029C14])F, EQ−−−Yes−−−−−−[@DMQ029C15])F, EQ, BL−−−−(v) Yes−−−−−(v) Cytoplasmic viscosity[@DMQ029C16])F, BLYes\*−−−−−−Yes−−\*Blood clots in cum.[@DMQ029C17])F, CL, CM, BL−−−−Yes\*−−−−−\*Ovoid: delays[@DMQ029C19])F, ED, CP−No\*−−−No\*\*−−−\*Thick zona; \*\*'brown eggs'[@DMQ029C20])F, EQ−−−[Yes\*]{.ul}−−−−−−\*Fragmented better large impaired[@DMQ029C21])F−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence and position[@DMQ029C22])F, CP, IM−−Yes\*−−−−−−−\*Coarse granules for CP and IM[@DMQ029C24])F, CL, CP, IM−−No\*−−−−−−−\*Coarse dark granules[@DMQ029C25])EQ−Yes\*−−−−−−−−\*Thickness variation[@DMQ029C26])F, EQ, CP, OP−−−−−−−Yes\*−−\*Only OP affected[@DMQ029C28]CP−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Length, retardation: yes; position: no[@DMQ029C29])F, CP−−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence for CP only[@DMQ029C30])F, PR, THB, MB++++−++−−No[@DMQ029C33])F, CL, EQ, BLYes−−−−−−−−−[@DMQ029C34])F, CL, EQ, CP−No−−−Yes\*Yes\*−−−\*For EQ and CP[@DMQ029C35])F, CL, IM, CP−−−−−−−−Yes\*\*Presence[@DMQ029C36])F, IM, CP, OP−Yes\*−−−−−−Yes\*\*−\*Retardation for clinical outcome; \*\*presence[@DMQ029C39])F, ED, EQ−−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence + angle for EQ[@DMQ029C38])ED, IM, CP, THB−Yes\*−−−−−−−−\*Inner layer retardation[@DMQ029C42])F, CL, EQ−−−Yes\*−−−−−−\*Large polar body[@DMQ029C43])F, CL, CPYes\*−−−−−−−−−\*For F and CP[@DMQ029C44])F, CP−−−−−−Yes\*−−−\*Smooth ER clusters for CP[@DMQ029C45])F, BL−−−−−−Yes\*−−\*Lipofuchsin[@DMQ029C47])F, BL−Yes\*−−−−−−Yes\*\*−\*Thickness., retardation; \*\*presence, retardation[@DMQ029C48]F, CL, CPNo−−−−−−−−−[@DMQ029C50])F, EQ−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence and position for the first cleavage[@DMQ029C51])PNM, F, EQ, CP−NoYesYesNoYesYesYesYes\*\*Scoring for CP THB[@DMQ029C52])PL−−−−Yes\*−−−−−\*Giant oocytes[@DMQ029C53])CL, EQYes−−−−−−−−−[@DMQ029C54])CL, EQ, IM, CP−−−−−+++−Yes\*\*For IM and CP[@DMQ029C55])F, ED, CP−Yes\* \*\*−−−−−−−−\*Inner layer retardation and thickness; \*\*for ED and CP[@DMQ029C56])PNM, F, CP−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Retardation[@DMQ029C58])F, EQ−NoYes\*NoNoYes\*\*No−−−\*Large space = better EQ; \*\*for EQ[@DMQ029C60])F, EQ, BL, CP, PL−−−No−−−−−−[@DMQ029C61])F−−−−−−−−Yes\*−\*Presence[@DMQ029C62])F, ED, CP−−−−(m) Yes\*[Yes]{.ul}\* \*\*Yes\*No−Yes\*\*\*(m) Membrane properties \*for F; \*\*granulation improves outcome; \*\*\*score includes membrane propertiesXia ([@DMQ029C63])F, EQ−−++−−Yes−−Yes[@DMQ029C64])F, CL, BL, PL−+++No+++−Yes\*\*Only BL affected if multiple abnormalities[^1]

Of the 50 papers, 33 analysed a single feature. Nine of the remaining 17 papers observing multiple features investigated the effect of these features individually, whereas 8 papers summarized the effect of individual features. For these eight papers, a scoring system was established in seven, and used exclusively for evaluation of all features (two papers), or only for some features although the others were investigated individually (three papers) or for all investigated features that were also analysed individually (2). In one paper that summarized individual results, scoring was not required, as none of the individually investigated features have shown any correlation with the subsequent development. Investigated structures were the following (in parentheses: number of studies dealing with the feature): the meiotic spindle (15), zona pellucida (15), vacuoles or refractile bodies (14), the shape of the PB (12), dark cytoplasm or diffuse granulation (12), perivitelline space (11), the shape of oocytes (10), central granulation (8) cumulus--oocyte complex (COC) (6) and cytoplasm viscosity and membrane resistance characteristics (2). On average, one publication investigated 2.1 morphological features (Figs [2](#DMQ029F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#DMQ029F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2Different human oocyte morphological abnormalities (arrows) observed by light microscopy (400× magnification): (**A**) diffuse cytoplasmic granularity, (**B**) centrally located cytoplasmic granular area, (**C**) smooth endoplasmic reticulum clusters, (**D**) vacuoles, (**E**) abnormal zona pellucida shape, (**F**) large perivitelline space with fragments. Figure 3Metaphase II human oocyte observed using polarized light microscopy (400× magnification): meiotic spindle (short arrow) and zona pellucida layers (long arrows).

The outcome was characterized by a total of 15 outcome parameters, with a minimum 1 and maximum 5 in one publication. These parameters included (in parentheses: number of studies investigating the proper parameter): fertilization (40), embryo quality (22), clinical pregnancy rate (22), cleavage rate (13), development to blastocysts (9), implantation rate (9), embryo development (7), aneuploidy (4), ongoing pregnancy (2), take home babies (3), cryosurvival of embryos (1) compaction (1) and hatching (1). On average, one publication investigated 2.7 outcome parameters. Exactly the same parameters were investigated in 8 papers (fertilization and embryo quality), 3 papers (fertilization and blastocyst rate), 4 × 2 papers (fertilization; fertilization and clinical pregnancy rate; fertilization and embryo development; fertilization, cleavage, clinical pregnancy and implantation rates, respectively).

Only two studies used exactly and exclusively the same parameters to investigate the effect of exactly and exclusively the same feature: in these papers meiotic spindle morphology effect was characterized by fertilization and embryo quality.

In the most restricted investigations the consequence of one morphological feature was characterized by one outcome parameter (five papers), although the broadest study was performed in one paper, where the cumulative effect of seven features was compared with five outcome parameters.

Owing to the heterogeneity of approaches, a single direct comparison between the results of the 50 papers was impossible. Therefore, studies were grouped based on the investigated individual morphological features or score systems, and comparisons were performed accordingly.

Cumulus--oocyte complex {#s3b}
-----------------------

Morphological characteristics obtained by non-invasive methods in relation to the further developmental competence were investigated in 5 of the 50 papers. [@DMQ029C48] have graded the expansion of both cumulus and corona radiata individually. According to their results, there was no correlation between the morphology of COCs and the fertilization, cleavage and clinical pregnancy rates. [@DMQ029C16] have performed similar grading and had a similar conclusion; however, they found that presence of blood clots (but not that of amorphous clumps) were associated with dense central granulation of oocytes and had a negative effect on fertilization and blastocyst rates. Both studies have found a correlation between a very dense corona radiata layer and decreased maturity of oocytes.

In contrast, by using a 5-scale scoring system based mostly on the morphology of the cumulus--corona radiata cells, [@DMQ029C33] have found a correlation of the *in vitro* developmental potential and blastocyst quality. Another scoring system of the quality of the COCs found associations between the observed quality and both fertilization and subsequent pregnancy rates, but not cleavage rates ([@DMQ029C43]). In an oocyte donation programme [@DMQ029C53] have found a strong correlation between the oocyte source and embryo quality whereas cleavage rate was determined by both oocyte and sperm factors.

Zona pellucida {#s3c}
--------------

Non-invasive assessment of zona pellucida of oocytes has been performed in 13 investigations. Darkness of the zona did not influence fertilization rates, embryo quality and implantation rates ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C2]; [@DMQ029C58]) or cryosurvival of embryos and subsequent blastocyst and hatching rates ([@DMQ029C3]). According to several studies there was no correlation between the thickness ([@DMQ029C19]) and thickness associated with darkness ([@DMQ029C51]) on fertilization, pronuclear morphology, embryo development and clinical pregnancy. [@DMQ029C5] have found that oocytes with thinner zonae pellucidae had higher fertilization rates. In contrast, increased inner layer thickness was reported to correlate with increased blastocyst rates ([@DMQ029C47]), and higher embryo development and clinical pregnancy rates ([@DMQ029C55]). Increased zona pellucida thickness variation was associated with increased embryo quality ([@DMQ029C25]).

Elevated birefringence of the zona pellucida\'s inner layer was found to be correlated with increased *in vitro* efficiency, including fertilization and embryo development ([@DMQ029C55]; [@DMQ029C47]; [@DMQ029C38]), in contrast to the recent publication of [@DMQ029C36], where no association between high or low zona birefringence and fertilization rates or embryo quality was found. On the other hand, the clinical outcome was found improved when oocytes with high birefringence of the zona pellucida were used ([@DMQ029C55]; [@DMQ029C47]; [@DMQ029C38]; [@DMQ029C36]), and low birefringence was correlated with higher miscarriage rates ([@DMQ029C36]). In one report analysing the effect of multiple morphological features of oocytes on further development, only drastic morphological alterations (broken or empty zona pellucidae) were regarded as unsuitable for ICSI ([@DMQ029C34]).

Perivitelline space {#s3d}
-------------------

The prognostic value of this feature was individually analysed in eight publications, and its morphology was part of the scoring system in an additional three papers. Similar to the observations regarding the zona pellucida morphology, no correlation between increased perivitelline space and further developmental characteristics were reported by [@DMQ029C2], [@DMQ029C3]) and [@DMQ029C13]. [@DMQ029C7] have found a correlation between the size of perivitelline space, presence of granulation and subsequent embryo quality, but not with clinical pregnancy and implantation rates. [@DMQ029C22] found the presence of coarse granules associated with lower pregnancy and implantation rates. In sharp contrast with this observation, no correlation between the presence of perivitelline debris and further *in vitro* or *in vivo* development was found by Hassan-Ali *et al*. ([@DMQ029C24]) and [@DMQ029C58]; however, according to the latter investigation the increased perivitelline space was associated with increased embryo quality. According to [@DMQ029C51] large perivitelline space correlated with low fertilization rates and compromised pronuclear morphology, but had no further effect on embryo quality.

Morphology of first polar body {#s3e}
------------------------------

The morphology of first polar body in relation to the further development was investigated in nine papers. No correlation was reported in five of them. According to [@DMQ029C60], irregular shape or fragmentation of the first polar body (PB1) was not related to subsequent embryo quality, blastocyst development, implantation rates or aneuploidies. Similar characteristics, including also the size of the PB1, were investigated by [@DMQ029C8], and no effect on the fertilization, cleavage, pregnancy and implantation rate, or embryo quality was reported. [@DMQ029C12] did not find any correlation between surface characteristics, fragmentation and fertilization rate, embryo quality and blastocyst formation, although there were insufficient data to evaluate the effect of shape of PB1 on the further development. In the report of [@DMQ029C7] similar characteristics of PB1 were investigated (surface, fragmentation, size), and a slight influence was found on embryo quality but not on implantation and pregnancy rates. Fertilization rates and embryo quality were not related to the shape (normal, fragmented or irregular) of PB1 in the study of [@DMQ029C58] either.

In contrast to these observations, [@DMQ029C14] have found a strong correlation between all observed morphological features of PB1 (intact versus rough surface, fragmented or enlarged) and fertilization rates/embryo quality. According to [@DMQ029C51], abnormal (large or degenerated) PB1 was related to decreased fertilization rates, but did not show any correlation with pronuclear morphology or embryo quality, whereas fragmentation was not associated with any of these outcomes. [@DMQ029C42] have found correlation between large PB1 and decreased fertilization, cleavage rates as well as compromised embryo quality. Surprisingly, [@DMQ029C20] found that fragmentation or degeneration of PB1 was related to higher fertilization rates and lower level of fragmentation of embryos, although large PB1s were associated with compromised fertilization and low embryo quality.

Shape of the oocyte {#s3f}
-------------------

The shape of the oocyte was considered as a potentially predictive individual morphological characteristic in 10 studies. The majority of these studies did not find any correlation with *in vitro* developmental parameters, including cryosurvival ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C2], [@DMQ029C3]; [@DMQ029C58]; [@DMQ029C51]), aneuploidy ([@DMQ029C64]) and clinical pregnancy/implantation rages ([@DMQ029C7]). A special feature, ovoid shape of the oocyte, was reported to be associated with delays in *in vitro* parameters ([@DMQ029C17]). Embryos developing from giant oocytes were reported to have increased chance for digynic triploidy ([@DMQ029C52]), in spite of the normal *in vitro* development ([@DMQ029C4]).

Appearance of the whole ooplasm {#s3g}
-------------------------------

The appearance of the whole ooplasm was considered as a potential predictive individual factor in eight reviews, although the exact name, the definition and grouping of features differed between publications making comparative analysis very difficult and required some compromises. These different names and groupings included 'dark cytoplasm' ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C34]; [@DMQ029C58]), 'dark cytoplasm--granular cytoplasm' ([@DMQ029C2]) 'dark cytoplasm with slight granulation' ([@DMQ029C3]), 'dark granular appearance of the cytoplasm' ([@DMQ029C19]) and 'diffused cytoplasmic granularity' ([@DMQ029C51]). In one paper, homogenous granulation was not mentioned, but two groups of heterogenous granulations were distinguished: on one or two sides of the oocyte, or in the centre ([@DMQ029C62]). Oocytes with heterogenous granulations had better fertilization rates than the control ones with clear cytoplasm. In another paper, the dark and the granular cytoplasm (either homogenous or centrally located) was considered as a separate morphological feature ([@DMQ029C58]), accordingly in the present analysis only the dark cytoplasm group was involved.

The different terminology may be the cause of the rather controversial outcome of investigation of the predictive value of this feature. The dark cytoplasm, when analysed as an individual feature was found not to be a predictive factor in most investigated *in vitro* or *in vivo* parameters ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C2], [@DMQ029C3]; [@DMQ029C19]). Compromised quality of embryos which developed from oocytes with dark cytoplasm was reported by [@DMQ029C58] and [@DMQ029C34]. Diffuse peripheral granulation was found to be associated with compromised pronuclear morphology ([@DMQ029C51]). According to [@DMQ029C62], however, any type of cytoplasmic granulation was associated with higher fertilization rates than in oocytes with total absence of granularity.

Presence of vacuoles and/or cytoplasmic inclusions {#s3h}
--------------------------------------------------

The presence of vacuoles and/or cytoplasmic inclusions was investigated in 10 publications. Although less heterogeneity in consideration, definition and classification was found than in the previous group, slight variations included observation of vacuoles (saccules, smooth endoplasmic reticulum clusters) only ([@DMQ029C44]; [@DMQ029C58]; [@DMQ029C3]); inclusions (refractile bodies, dark incorporations, fragments, spots, dense granules; lipid droplets; lipofuchsin) only ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C63]; [@DMQ029C2]; [@DMQ029C45]); or both vacuoles and inclusions ([@DMQ029C34]; [@DMQ029C62]). In two papers the presence of vacuoles, smooth endoplasmic reticulum clusters and refractile bodies were individually registered and their predictive value were individually analysed ([@DMQ029C51]). Although the aetiology, structure and potential predictive value of the different structures may differ considerably, owing to the limitations of non-invasive investigation techniques as well as the potential confusion at sorting different structures, here we follow the everyday routine reflected also by these reviews by making tentative groups for analysis of their correlation with the outcome.

Although fertilization rates and embryo quality were not affected ([@DMQ029C58]), the presence of vacuoles in oocytes was negatively correlated with cryosurvival and developmental competence of embryos after fertilization ([@DMQ029C3]). Increased biochemical pregnancy rates were followed by decreased clinical pregnancy rates after transfer of embryos derived from oocytes with vacuoles ([@DMQ029C44]). According to some investigators, cytoplasmic inclusions did not appear to affect fertilization, embryo quality and implantation rates ([@DMQ029C13]; [@DMQ029C2]). Others, however, reported decreased fertilization and embryo development ([@DMQ029C63]; [@DMQ029C45]). The presence of both vacuoles and inclusions was related to compromised clinical pregnancy rates in the report by [@DMQ029C34]. According to [@DMQ029C62] these oocytes also had lower fertilization, embryo developmental and higher aneuploidy rates. When analysed separately the predictive role of presence of vacuoles, smooth endoplasmic reticulum clusters and refractile bodies, [@DMQ029C51] have only found a slight but significant decrease in fertilization rates of vacuolated oocytes. However, none of the three factors affected pronuclear or embryo morphology.

Central granulation or centrally located granular cytoplasm {#s3i}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The correlation between central granulation or centrally located granular cytoplasm of oocytes and developmental competence was discussed in five papers. Pronuclear morphology and embryo quality was compromised after fertilization of these oocytes ([@DMQ029C16]; [@DMQ029C51]). Decreased survival and impaired *in vitro* development after cryopreservation of embryos derived from oocytes with central granulation was reported by [@DMQ029C3]. Centrally located granular cytoplasm was the only feature investigated by [@DMQ029C26] who have not found any correlation with fertilization rates, embryo development or pregnancy rates. However, ongoing pregnancy rates were seriously compromised when embryos from centrally granulated oocytes were transferred. In contrast, oocytes with centrally located granulation were not found to have inferior fertilizing and *in vitro* developmental ability compared with those with completely absent granulation in the cytoplasm ([@DMQ029C62]).

Presence and morphology of the meiotic spindle {#s3j}
----------------------------------------------

Fifteen papers of the 50 selected were dealing with the correlation between the presence and morphology of the meiotic spindle and further development including fertilizing ability and *in vitro*/*in vivo* developmental competence. Computer assisted polarization microscopy systems were used to evaluate the presence and other morphological features of the spindle including position, length and birefringence.

Only one study, that of [@DMQ029C7], found the presence or absence of the meiotic spindle irrelevant regarding the further developmental competence, including embryo quality and clinical pregnancy rates. The presence of meiotic spindle has been associated with higher birefringence of the zona pellucida ([@DMQ029C36]) and higher fertilization rates ([@DMQ029C39]; [@DMQ029C9]; [@DMQ029C29]; [@DMQ029C21]; [@DMQ029C47]; [@DMQ029C6], [@DMQ029C35]; [@DMQ029C61]). Results regarding the correlation between the presence of the spindle and early embryo development were controversial, with improved results ([@DMQ029C39]; [@DMQ029C47]; [@DMQ029C35]), versus no difference as observed by [@DMQ029C9]. Pregnancy rates were reported to be higher when embryos were derived from oocytes with the presence of spindle ([@DMQ029C29]; [@DMQ029C35], [@DMQ029C36]). Position of the meiotic spindle close to the PB was correlated with fertilization and cleavage rates ([@DMQ029C21]) and early embryo development and quality ([@DMQ029C10]), whereas [@DMQ029C39] did not find any significant difference. According to [@DMQ029C50] high degrees of misalignment between the meiotic spindle and the first PB increased risk of fertilization abnormalities. However, when normal fertilization had occurred, the cleavage potential of embryos developing from such oocytes was not impaired. [@DMQ029C12] did not find significant correlation between the spindle retardance and embryo quality; on the other hand, [@DMQ029C56] found that better pronuclear scores and higher pregnancy rates correlated with higher retardance. Higher blastocyst rates were also found to be related to higher retardance in the report of [@DMQ029C47]. Pregnancy rates were strongly related to the normal morphology (complete, barrel shaped, with strong birefringence) and also to the retardance of the spindle ([@DMQ029C28]).

Viscosity of the cytoplasm and the resistance of the cell membrane at ICSI {#s3k}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two special features, the viscosity of the cytoplasm and the resistance of the cell membrane at ICSI, were analysed by [@DMQ029C15] and [@DMQ029C62]. Although these parameters were not strictly morphological ones, resistance (together with two morphological features) was included into the grading system of [@DMQ029C62] and does not seem to be sharply distinct from the viscosity analysed by [@DMQ029C15], accordingly both of them were included in this review. Both viscosity and resistance had a significant effect on some investigated outcome parameters (fertilization, embyro quality, blastocyst rates and fertilization for viscosity and resistance, respectively).

Cumulative effect of multiple features {#s3l}
--------------------------------------

Investigations regarding the cumulative effect of multiple features were performed in eight studies. As the applied systems were different in almost all of these investigations, here we summarize briefly the method and the outcome.

[@DMQ029C2] have compared the outcome of embryo transfers of cycles where all transferred embryos were derived from morphologically intact oocytes with those where all oocytes had morphological abnormalities, including extracytoplasmic, cytoplasmic, shape and multiple defects. No difference between the pregnancy and implantation rates was found.

A similar system was used and the same conclusion was obtained by [@DMQ029C30]. Investigated features involved the morphology of the COC, zona pellucida, perivitelline space, PB, ooplasm and presence of vacuoles or granulations. Outcomes (fertilization, pregnancy, take home baby and multiple pregnancy rates) were similar when all embryos were derived from intact oocytes, or all from morphologically 'handicapped' oocytes.

According to [@DMQ029C64], the impaired morphology of oocytes characterized by almost all previously listed morphological features---except for the morphology of the COC and the investigation of the meiotic spindle---affected only blastocyst development, but not fertilization, cleavage and aneuploidy rates.

[@DMQ029C7] have used a cumulative evaluation for cytoplasmic features of oocytes including texture, inclusions, vacuoles and central granulation. The presence of these features was correlated with impaired embryo quality, but did not influence pregnancy and implantation rates.

In the study of [@DMQ029C54] similar features (excessive granularity, cytoplasmic inclusions, smooth endoplasmic reticulum clustering and refactile bodies) were tentatively investigated with a completely different conclusion: *in vitro* developmental parameters were not influenced, but implantation and pregnancy rates were lower, when embryos were derived from oocytes with cytoplasmic abnormalities.

The oocyte grading system of Xia ([@DMQ029C63]) was based on the evaluation of the perivitelline space, PB morphology and cytoplasmic inclusions, and a strong correlation with fertilization rates and embryo quality was found.

In the study of [@DMQ029C62], two morphologic and one functional parameters were involved in a grading system: oocyte granularity, vacuoles and inclusions (as one parameter) and injection properties (the resistance and fragility of the plasma membrane at ICSI). Fertilization, embryo development and clinical pregnancy rates were significantly different between the high and low quality group.

A complex grading system (MOMS; MII oocyte morphological score) has been established recently by [@DMQ029C51] according to the impact of different oocyte morphological features (vacuoles, abnormal PB1, large perivitelline space, diffused cytoplasmic granularity and/or centrally located granular area) on fertilization rate, and pronuclear and embryo morphology. A significant relationship between the MOMS rate and clinical pregnancy was found.

In general, out of the 92 studies of different parameters (including both single features and cumulative scores) investigating direct association with the further prognosis, 57 resulted in a significant correlation with the outcome, whereas in 35 no predictive value of the microscopic feature was found. The diversity of observations and results did not allow statistical comparison; however, there was no clear tendency of improved accuracy regarding the predictive value in recent publications compared with the earlier ones. Twenty four of 42 observations performed between 1997 and 2005 have found correlations with the outcome, whereas these values between 2006 and 2009 were 33 of 50.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In a recent review [@DMQ029C57] summarize the short list of features of an oocyte that is regarded healthy on the basis of morphological investigations during the routine IVF programme: single PB, 'normal-looking' cytoplasm, appropriate zona thickness, proper perivitelline space. According to the authors, the common experience is that these features often fail to predict the future fertilizing ability and developmental competence. This seems to be a widely accepted and shared opinion between human embryologists. On the other hand, most embryologists may also agree that some morphologically detectable features of MII phase oocytes indicate seriously compromised developmental competence. Morphological alterations may also be related to the patient and the cycle characteristics, and may involve most or all oocytes in the cohort.

The purpose of our review was to investigate if any non-invasive morphological feature or group of features of MII phase human oocytes has a strong predictive value for further development according to the literature between 1996 and 2009. Out of the 2159 titles identified by the initial search of relevant electronic databases, only 50 met the selection criteria (full papers dealing with light or polarized microscopic morphological features of *in vivo* matured, not cryopreserved MII phase human oocytes, and analysing the prognostic value of these features for further development). Unfortunately the majority (27) of the papers restricted the outcome investigation to the *in vitro* period, with limited value regarding the primary outcome including clinical pregnancy, implantation and ongoing pregnancy rates. Only three publications ([@DMQ029C38]; [@DMQ029C51]; [@DMQ029C30]) extended the investigation to the ultimate parameter, the number of take home babies. Moreover, because of the heterogeneity of the approaches and the unavailability of clinical data, the correlation between oocyte morphology and patient and cycle characteristics was not included in the analysis.

The grouping of morphological features was the result of an unavoidable compromise, as the use of terms and description of alterations were inconsistent between papers. Experimental designs also varied considerably, with wide differences between papers regarding the investigated features and outcome parameters. The only exception was the morphology of the meiotic spindle, where the reasonably homogenous material (relatively well-defined morphological features and similar outcome parameters) would allow meta-analysis. However, for this feature a recent review provided an excellent comparative analysis (Petersen *et al*., 2009): as the full papers investigated by this review were the same that were recovered by our independent search, the results of Petersen *et al*. (2009) were acknowledged and considered when conclusions were made.

As a result of these facts, and the relatively small number of publications investigating the predictive value of other morphological features, no strict selection according to the experimental designs (retrospective, prospective, randomized studies etc.) was applied; statistical calculations of authors were not re-evaluated or ranked. Each statistically supported result (correlation or no correlation between the feature and the outcome) was included and considered as a proven individual observation.

The tentative summary of our work is rather disappointing: in the 50 relevant papers recovered from databases from the past 15 years, none of the investigated 9 single features was unanimously correlated with normal or compromised development, when evaluated by 15 outcome parameters.

Among extracytoplasmic features, only dysmorphism of the COC was found to be indicative for further development in the majority of papers (four of five) dealing with the subject. For the zona pellucida, only 6 of 13 papers found correlation between the morphology and developmental competence including four papers dealing with the birefringence of the zona (one of them did not find correlation with the *in vitro* period; another one did not extend the investigation to the *in vivo* period). The commonly assessed light microscopic alterations (thickness and thickness variations, other dysmorphism) were found to be related to improved/compromised development almost randomly by the relevant papers.

Other extracytoplasmic features, including the size and granulations of the perivitelline space, and the shape of the oocyte or the PB, were related to developmental competence only in approximately half of the publications focusing on the issue, questioning their commonly supposed indicative value.

Among intracytoplasmic features, the presence, position and retardance of the spindle were found to be related to the developmental competence in 12 of 13 papers. In accordance with the recent meta-analysis of Petersen *et al*. (2009), based essentially on the same material, the significantly correlated outcome parameters were restricted to the *in vitro* development, whereas *in vivo* outcome analyses were relatively rare and the statistical analysis failed to show significant differences. Among features observable with simple transmitted light, the presence of central granulation resulted in impaired further development in four of five publications, and two of these also found a correlation with *in vivo* development. Regarding other cytoplasmic features, the assessment of their predictive value has shown less consistent results.

Complex analyses of multiple features based on a scoring system seems to be a promising alternative to single feature analysis, and this seems to be supported by the fact that six of the eight papers applying this strategy have found a correlation between the cumulative results and the prognosis. Unfortunately the applied scoring systems have shown extreme variability regarding the type and individual scoring of investigated features including combination with functional tests, and outcome parameters. Accordingly, at present, they can only be regarded as diverse approaches to the same strategy, but their comparative evaluation is impossible. Paradoxically, two recent publications investigating similar parameters and extending the outcome evaluation to take home babies ([@DMQ029C51]; [@DMQ029C30]) resulted in contradicting conclusions about the predictive value of their system.

Additionally, the slight increase in IVF efficiency in recent publications can mostly be attributed to the application of the Polscope microscope for detecting retardance of the zona, or presence, position and retardance of the spindle, a method that is applied in a limited number of assisted reproduction technology (ART) units worldwide.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The analysis of 50 papers published in the past 15 years about predictive value of non-invasive morphological parameters of MII phase oocytes has produced contradicting results, and did not entirely support the average opinion about the features of 'good' and 'bad' quality and respective developmental competence. This outcome may be explained both with the common misjudgement of predictive value of some features, and the extremely diverse approaches these papers used for investigations regarding terms, features, outcome parameters and grouping. As oocyte selection before insemination may have important benefits in certain situations, including that in countries with legal restrictions, our finding underlines the importance of more intensive and coordinated research to reach a consensus and exploit fully the predictive potential of morphological examination, particularly as that is expected to remain, for several years to come, the only available selection method for many ART units.
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[Supplementary data are available at http://humupd.oxfordjournals.org/.](http://humupd.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/dmq029/DC1)
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[^1]: Cumul, cumulus--oocyte complex; Zona, zona pellucida; Perivit, perivitelline space; PBshape, shape of the first polar body; Oshape, shape of the oocyte; Darkdifg, dark ooplasm or diffuse granulation; VacRB, vacuoles, inclusions, refractile bodies; Cgran, central granulation; Spind, meiotic spindle; Multiple, multiple features evaluated together (by using a scoring system). PNM, pronuclear morphology; F, fertilization; CL, cleavage; ED, embryo development; EQ, embryo quality; CSE, cryosurvival of embryos; CM, compaction; BL, development to blastrocyst stage; HA, hatching; IM, implantation; CP, clinical pregnancy; OP, ongoing pregnancy; THB, take home baby; MB, multiple birth; PL, aneuploidy. −, not investigated; +, investigated, evaluated together with other features; No, investigated, no correlation found; Yes, investigated, correlation found. Underlined, effect on outcome contradicts the majority of investigations.
